Toppan’s High pressure laminate (HPL) is commonly used as the decorative surface for residential and commercial countertops, cabinets, backsplashes, retail fixtures and many other applications. HPL is a paper-based product created by bonding melamine-impregnated decorative papers to layers of resin-treated kraft paper under high heat and pressure. In this process the decorative papers are permanently bonded to the kraft paper to form a laminate.

HIGH-PRESSURE LAMINATES

APPLICATIONS:
Residential
Office
Commercial

HPL panels are made under high pressure and heat. By bonding our decorative paper your laminates can take on the look of natural woodgrains, real stone, and abstract designs. Creating extremely durable and stylish finishes to enhance all different types of living or working spaces.

TOPPAN
Defining Surfaces

TOPPAN DESIGN ADVANTAGE
A HPL or TFL laminate designed from TIA combines our global design leadership with our manufacturing power to provide timeless results that will enhance your project everytime.

For more information, please contact 770.914.3419 or info@toppaninteramerica.com